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Download the paper: “CASE STUDY: Strategy to Successfully Implement and Sustain Our New Software System”
Oak Creek (Wis.) Police Chief Thomas Bauer (who retired in June 2010) examined the future of his department’s
record management system.  The department needed to update the software and was running into challenges, such
as turnover of programmers for the vendor chosen to implement the system, a language barrier with those
programmers and a lack of technical expertise among the police department staff. 
By developing a “consequences table” Bauer was able to help law enforcement professionals and information
technology specialists more effectively communicate with one another.
1) The research was directed at problems encountered on a local level with implementation of a records
management system. 
The analysis into the problem concentrated on:
• The speed and design of the software
• Disagreement between our information technology staff and police command on the proper level of security.
• Inability to adequately implement upgrades to the software
• Language/culture barriers with the East Indian developer
• Turnover within the vendor’s programming Indian ranks
• Lack of financial and personnel Commitment from the vendor
2) Through Bauer’s development of a consequences table for the technology course research project, he was able
to present to both his information technology department and senior police commanders what the department’s
strengths and weaknesses were with the newly purchases software, the vendor and the programmers. Both IT staff
and commanders could more readily understand the each other’s priorities as the consequences table was jointly
developed.  This bringing together of two perspectives is much like what the emergency management community
has recently come to understand as critical in developing incident action plans in response to critical incidents.  All
parties with a stake in the issue need to be at the table to develop the most complete strategy for effectively moving
forward. 
3)  Effectively communicating with the IT community can be difficult as they do not necessarily speak the same
language and very often share the same priorities as law enforcement. Bauer found that by jointly developing
information within a consequences table it leads to a higher level of mutual understanding of each other’s position
and helps the department move forward with a unified strategy.
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